Southram “Leader Sheep” Sires:
Ari 91-969. A leader ram born in 1991. Ari was black blazed with
white belly and feet. He was intelligent looking, calm and alert. Both
of Ari's parents were from lines of purebred leader sheep.

Prestur 94-863. A black spotted horned ram
born in 1994.

Biskup 96-822. A black spotted horned ram
born in 1996. He carries moorit and is blazed
with white socks. He is said to be sensible
and calm, with an intelligent look.
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Blesi 98-884. A spotted black horned leader
ram, born in 1998. He is the grandsire of
Leifur 02-900. Blesi has a spotting pattern
traditionally shown by leader sheep: a white
blaze, white socks, and in his case, a white
bib.

Skumur 01-885. A black spotted leader ram born in 2001.
Skumur is the son of Blesi 98-884.

Leifur 02-900, a horned black/gray spotted
ram born in 2002. He has an unusual spotting
pattern as he shows very little color and is
mostly spot. He is a grandson of Blesi 98884.
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Geri 03-986. Geri is moorit, spotted. He is
big and gracious with good horns and coarse
body as expected from a leader sheep. He’s
very calm and has very good leader
characteristics. Geri broke both his front legs
but was very easy to handle during his
hospital visit, which shows how sensible and
calm he is. Geri is a distant relative to other
AI leader rams at Southram during recent
years. [http://southram.bssl.is] He is the
great-great grandson of Ari 91-969.

Tigull 04-939. Tigull is horned and black
spotted with white socks. He is very calm
and easy. His eyes are sharp and he's
eager to learn. Easily controlled. Tigull
carries variation of colour and patterns.
[http://southram.bssl.is]

Loftur 04-970. Loftur is horned and black
spotted and has rather narrow horn curving.
He is not experienced as leader because of
his age but seems to be bright, calm and
easy as well as eager to learn. Easily
controlled. Loftur is of a very well known
leader bloodline though he is rather little
related to other AI leader rams.
[http://southram.bssl.is]
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Karl-Philip 05-827. “Karl Philip is horned and
moorit spotted. He is very calm and sensible
with obvious leader abilities. He is also also
very easy to handle but demands the royal
dignity his name indicates. Karl Philip is of a
very well known leader bloodline from
Klifshagi farm (Sandfellshagi farm,
Oxarfjordur, Northeast Iceland) though he is
rather little related to other AI leader rams.
Generations back in his bloodline Skumur 01885 can be found as well as Blesi 98-884 and
Formann 80-961. Those rams were well
known AI leader rams.”
[http://southram.bssl.is]

Joakim 08-863. Joakim has most of the
advantages that a good leader requires. He is
black spotted with good horn curving. Joakim
is calm and very well awake concerning his
surroundings. He is also very easy to handle.
His daughters are big with obvious leader
abilities. Joakim is rather little related to other
AI leader rams except Leifur 02-900 which is
his double great grandfather.
[http://southram.bssl.is]

Golsi 09-916. Golsi is moorit badgerface,
horned, beginning his second year as an
AI ram. He‘s five years old and therefore
becoming experienced as a leader ram.
Golsi is tall and lightbodied as leader
sheep are supposed to be. He is curious
with a brave looking face and fast
movements as well as intelligent and royal
behaviour. He is gentle and eager to
please people when handling and driving.
Golsi shows lot of intelligence in many
aspects, but whether he’s good in predicting bad weather is hard to tell because all sheep
are housed now a days. His ancestors were extremely sensible concerning weather
changes so it’s likely that Golsi has those abilities. Golsi’s badgerface pattern was
formerly very common amongst leader sheep in Iceland. Golsi carries moorit, badgerface
and spotted. [http://southram.bssl.is]
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